




Dedication

To Emma.
Timing is everything. I love you.



I’m Watters and this is my book.
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Introduction

I stepped onto the subway in midtown Manhattan and took a seat. Minding
my business, I was sitting quietly, heading downtown to go home after
work. At the next stop, a guy entered the car and sat down right next to
me.

“Aren’t you the guy from Fox?” he asked.
These conversations only go two ways. The guy either loves me or

hates me. I sized him up: white male, maybe late twenties, early thirties,
semiprofessional attire. It was a toss-up. Here we go.

“Yes,” I responded.
His tone was accusatory. “You’re the guy that . . .” as he tells me

things I’ve said on the air. Except it wasn’t me. He has me confused with
another host on the channel. But he doesn’t care when I tell him he has me
pegged for the wrong dude. He’s angry. It’s guilt by association.
Typically, in a situation like this, I walk away. However, I’m trapped on
the subway, and he’s sitting next to me, growing more animated now that
he’s come face-to-face with someone who symbolizes, in his mind, the
destruction of the country. In fact, he tells me, “You’re destroying the
country.”

Instead of staring straight ahead and ignoring him while he taunts me, I
try a de-escalation tactic, and gently engage him in relaxed conversation. I
crack a smile and banter slightly. This backfires. The guy only gets louder.
People begin to notice.

“Aren’t you Jesse Watters?” a young woman sitting across from me
asks. “I’m a big fan. You’re awesome.”

“Thank you,” I say. Subtly, I roll my eyes at her, conveying, can you
believe this guy next to me?

The subway rolls on while the guy gets cockier. He’s demanding to
know my salary. Whatever I’m making is way too much, he barks, and
whatever I’m paying in taxes isn’t enough. Definitely a Bernie Bro.

The subway slows down into Union Square, and he stands up. This
must be his stop. I see he’s carrying a tallboy in a paper bag. He’s been
drinking, which explains a lot. At least he’s leaving. But not before this . . .



A steady stream of beer hits my body. All over my jacket, tie, and lap.
It must have been a wide-mouth because it soaked me strong and fast
before I realized what happened. He’d stood over me and poured his beer
on me as he left.

I stood up and walked toward him. He was still just inside the subway,
standing nonchalantly in the crowd as everyone was getting off. With my
left hand, I grabbed him by his shirt and quickly maneuvered him out of
the car while I hit him with a short, straight right to the face. He reeled
back, stumbling onto the subway platform while startled onlookers
scrambled to get out of the way. I must have looked ridiculous. At this
moment, I was a little bewildered by my lack of knockout power.
Shouldn’t he be lying on the ground? I also realized I’d left my bag on the
subway and needed to make a decision. Ditch it and finish the fight on the
platform, or dip back inside the subway and ride home with my
belongings? The psycho was standing there, shocked, holding his face,
glaring at me. I turned back inside the subway car and sat down next to my
bag. People kept their distance from me, like I was some beast. Drenched
in beer, I rode home, stunned at what had transpired. This must be why
Greg Gutfeld insists on taking town cars home.

This isn’t an isolated incident. In the span of just this last week, a man
called me a “Nazi” in front of my children, another man screamed
obscenities at me in front of his own children, and a college student
confronted me for “ruining our democracy” while I was at the liquor store.
“It’s a republic,” I replied, as I left with my bourbon.

Personally, it’s unsettling when you’re face-to-face with these people
because they all have one thing in common. Unhinged rage. I’ve noticed
oftentimes they’re so angry that they’re literally shaking. The flash of
anger comes so quickly that they’re unpredictable. It’s like a switch goes
off when they’ve identified me. It’s mostly upper-middle-class white
males in their twenties to forties. They’re usually thin, pale, and wouldn’t
strike anyone as particularly threatening, until they snap. I’ll leave the
demographic analysis there, before I’m accused of reverse racism.

“Are you Jesse Watters?” they’ll sometimes ask, or sometimes not.
They’ll just start screaming “racist!” or “scum!” at the top of their lungs in
public. Occasionally, they feel it’s their duty to warn people who I am.
“That’s Jesse Watters! He works for Fox! He’s a traitor!” They’ll yell like
progressive Paul Reveres while I’m buying coffee, and make a huge
commotion, confusing the strangers around us who’ve never heard of me
or don’t care, who just want to pay and leave without some maniac
disturbing the peace. If a CNN anchor were in Starbucks, I doubt I’d start



screaming bloody murder while they ordered. I’d probably do the right
thing and pay for their coffee. Their fake news gives Fox so much free
content for our shows it’s the least I can do.

What is it about Fox News that drives the Left so absolutely crazy?
The truth hurts. That’s the easy answer. But it’s deeper than that, and so
am I. Or at least I’ll pretend to be.

Liberals who hate Fox with a passion don’t actually watch Fox.
Instead, they consume edited, cherry-picked clips on The Daily Show, on
Twitter, or on cable competitors. These clips are editorialized to demonize
the Fox host and inflame the liberal viewer. Jokes are made to look
serious. Liberal hosts explain that we mean something even worse than the
actual words that we said. Fox hosts, like myself, are on air for hours and
hours each week, all month, for years. Our commentary is fact based and
contextual. A loyal viewer will see our personalities and senses of humor,
our compassion, and insight over the hour and over the long haul. But clips
of Fox hosts are edited tightly, and spun in the same way, to make us look
bad or bigoted. If you were to cut and disseminate clips of Tom Brady
throwing interceptions, fumbling, and yelling at his teammates . . .
attaching headlines like “Tom Brady Sucks” or “Tom Brady is a terrible
teammate,” the people who only saw these clips, who didn’t watch the
whole game, would believe Tom Brady is a horrible quarterback. And yes,
I just compared myself to Tom Brady. This isn’t to say that I don’t make
mistakes on air, or occasionally misspeak, but the liberal media machine
only accentuates the worst. You don’t believe me? Google me. I’d hate
me, too, if I only saw myself through a liberal media prism.

Competitors to Fox, which is just about the entire media establishment
—including newspapers, social media, magazines, late-night TV—do their
best to dehumanize Fox hosts. Rarely does a Fox host have a puff piece
written about them; rarely is there a balanced spread in a magazine; almost
never is there a friendly interview or commercially tasteful package
produced. Many of those opportunities are denied to Fox hosts, but if
they’re given that kind of platform or exposure, it’s a hostile hit job with
aggressive, partisan attacks, and unflattering photography. This treatment
marginalizes Fox hosts out of the mainstream and makes them enemies in
the eyes of millions. Personally, I see other people in the media just as
other people. I see them as politically misguided, but respect their political
beliefs as authentic, just very different than mine, and that’s okay. But Fox
personalities aren’t just deemed wrong, they’re deemed evil. Once you’re
convinced another human being is evil, that gives you license to take them
out, by any means necessary. Many on the far left truly believe that I’m



evil, immoral, bigoted, and doing severe harm to the country. The media
has radicalized them into hating me.* Therefore, they have every right to
do whatever it takes to physically hurt me, get me fired, and break me
down to the point where I’m unable to speak freely and feed my family.
And let’s be honest, if I can’t host a show, I can’t put food on the table.
That’s how unskilled I am.

The media finds demonization more effective than debate. For
decades, Republicans and Democrats duked it out on the issues. Public
policy discussions were usually about real-world results of the
implementation of political philosophy. No longer. While conservatives
still try to debate ideas and persuade the public with logic, liberals have
surrendered. Now Democrats label every Republican policy proposal as
“racist,” “mean,” or “sexist.” Not only is that policy evil, but the person
proposing the policy is evil as well. If you support border security,
something politicians from every country from the beginning of time have
supported, including Democrats just a few years ago, you’re a “bigot” who
“hates” immigrants. If you don’t want your daughters competing against
boys in track and field, which has been the norm for centuries, you’re
“trans-phobic.” Republicans were against a government takeover of health
care when Hillary Clinton attempted it in the nineties, but Republican
opposition to government-run health care only became “racist” when
Obama attempted it in 2009. If you supported a robust War on Terror, you
weren’t just backing the best policies to keep the country safe, you must be
“Islamophobic.”

This is a cheap and lazy way to dodge dealing with issues of substance.
If my intentions are evil and racist, then debating them is a waste of time.
Liberals don’t have to question their own assumptions, challenge their own
beliefs, improve their own policies, or even examine the legality or results
of policies.

If Republicans are evil, liberals must be good, and don’t need to
persuasively present their ideas, since they’re deductively coming from an
inherently good place. In fact, there’s not even a need to give Republican
ideas a platform. Why give a platform to hate? See how easy it is to create
a paradigm to eliminate the opposition? We wouldn’t elect a Nazi, approve
ideas from a Nazi, or let a Nazi speak on TV, and if a Fox host is called a
Nazi, or anyone who wears a MAGA hat is called a Nazi, why shouldn’t
we eliminate them? That’s what Fox is up against, and so are millions of
Americans who support conservative positions.

The reckless rhetoric deployed against Fox reveals how desperate the
Left has become. Delegitimizing their opponents through mob tactics, race



cards, and boycotts demonstrates how the Left has lost their intellectual
rigor. Tax policy, foreign policy, gun policy, and immigration policy have
been debated since the country’s founding. It appears as if many liberals
have given up. Watch Fox for a day and watch CNN or MSNBC. I
guarantee there’s more discussion of policy on Fox than both the other
channels combined. Personality, character assassination, palace intrigue,
and personnel drama dominate the day over there, especially during the
Trump administration. Labeling your opponents evil, and then trying to
censor and delegitimatize them, isn’t a confident position. We’re trying to
communicate and persuade, while the other side is trying to intimidate and
silence. This tells me they’re insecure in their positions.

Insecurity is born from fear. Liberals fear what they don’t understand.
If you can’t summarize the other side’s position in a way they would
accept, you’re not ready to debate. Most liberals don’t understand
conservative positions at all. This is because they’ve never been exposed
to conservative positions with an open mind. If they were exposed, they
were exposed to conservative positions with a liberal spin. This
phenomenon creates the hostility that you see manifested on the streets.
Violence, suppression, and demonization are liberal psychological coping
mechanisms when confronted by conservatism. The only thing that can
alleviate this is more debate, more conversation, and more engagement
between the two sides. Conservatives are forced to digest the liberal
worldview in school, in corporate America, through Hollywood, and in
social media. We deal with it. We tolerate it. Many liberals go through
their entire lives in a warm, comfortable progressive cocoon. When they
see a clip of a conservative on cable or hear President Trump speak, or
heaven forbid Jesse Watters visits their campus, it rattles their fragile
world to the core. A new generation of liberals has been bred without an
ounce of resilience. Having never been intellectually provoked or had their
worldview challenged, coming face-to-face with a Fox host on the street
can spark the emotional response of a child. I often wonder how deeply
unhappy and insecure these people are, to have them blame everything
wrong in their lives on a cable news host. Perhaps their parents’ lives were
more fulfilling. They marched against the Vietnam War or for the civil
rights movement. Their grandparents battled the Nazis, so maybe they’re
just looking to find meaning in a life that doesn’t measure up to past
generations. I’m happy to be the Left’s punching bag, but besides my
eyebrows, am I really that scary?

From a mass communications standpoint, Fox is the only thing
standing in the Left’s way of complete media domination. They’re only



happy with 100 percent control. Anything less than that needs to be
discredited and destroyed. Liberalism is fundamentally about centralizing
power and control, and Fox is a huge impediment to their media
monopoly. Most businesses that had 95 percent of the market share would
be ecstatic. Not liberals. They’re furious with Fox for owning 5 percent.
Combine print, cable, network news, and social media, and it’s total liberal
domination. Yet they’re still not satisfied. They don’t want competition at
all. This is why Fox is such a threat. And when the Left is threatened, they
lash out.

While the mob rages, my job is to stay the course. I’m extremely
grateful for the platform that Fox has provided, and speaking not just for
myself, but for millions of Americans, it is a special honor. When people
see me on the street, many say “Jesse, thank you for speaking for me,
thank you for saying what I’ve been thinking.” I feel very connected to the
American people, and when I speak from my heart, I hope I’m speaking
from their heart, too. Getting information out to the audience that they
haven’t seen in the mainstream media is my goal every day. Telling the
real story about the events that are unfolding is critical. Sharing my
analysis, based on fact, is something I’ve learned from The O’Reilly
Factor and will continue to share. If this makes enemies, I can live with
that. Everything I say is based on true love for the country, and true love
for all the citizens of the country.

Even though Fox is number one, I walk into the building feeling like
the underdog. I’ve been physically attacked, have received death threats,
and have had my personal information strewn all over the internet, but
that’s nothing compared to what some people in this country go through.
There are those suffering right now who’re having a really tough time.
Workers being preyed upon, students being bullied, children being abused.
Victims of injustice will always find a voice with me. All Americans want
to be treated fairly. We want to work hard, be respected, get ahead in life,
and find love. I’m a patriot above all else. Whatever is in the best interest
for the people of this nation, I’m for it. The media will always be biased,
and Washington will always be corrupt. Nothing is going to change that.
I’m going to keep rolling the boulder up the hill every single day anyway
because of the love I have for the American people. That’s my inspiration.
Telling the raw truth with a little flair so we all enjoy life in the United
States just a little bit more.

Sometimes having fun with all this gets me in trouble, but it’s not my
fault liberals can’t take a joke. By trying to “kill” conservatives, comedy is
collateral damage. Lighten up, people. Not everything is an opportunity to



cancel someone. There are a lot of things to mock besides rich white
conservative men. That’s why late-night jokes get applause instead of
guffaws these days. They’ve trimmed down the comedy targets to such a
small, safe space that the audience just claps to show approval. What the
hell is that about?

Why can’t liberals laugh at themselves? They take themselves too
seriously. An MSNBC reporter stood in front of a Minneapolis building
engulfed in flames this summer and declared the riot “mostly peaceful.”
That hysterical lack of self-awareness was topped by a CNN reporter who
stood in front of a Texas border wall and announced that the wall didn’t
work. Why? Because he didn’t see any illegals crossing over. What a
head-scratcher. Donald Trump does a virtual stand-up routine at his rallies,
material that is objectively funny no matter what your political persuasion,
but the press can’t bring themselves to crack a smile. Actually, the press
fact-checks President Trump’s jokes. News outlets have even threatened
and investigated random people for posting satirical memes on social
media when the liberal media is the butt of the joke. Facebook
demonetized and censored a comedy website for posting an article playing
off a Monty Python movie, headlined Democrat Senator Demands Amy
Coney Barrett Be Weighed Against a Duck to See if She Is a Witch.

Liberals fear humor getting into the wrong hands. Jon Stewart was
very effective during his Daily Show run by the way he hilariously
characterized, ridiculed, and mocked conservatives. Those clips went viral
and made fools of many politicians. The humor was able to move the
political needle on issues, too. It was persuasive on a small scale. It wasn’t
always fair—comedy doesn’t have to be—but it was fun. Fun for them,
and funny for people with a sense of humor. But the minute you turn the
jokes on liberals, they frown, censor, and cancel. Conservatives can’t
stereotype, use certain words, or go after certain people. Greta Thunberg is
off-limits, but Barron Trump is fair game. Slander Melania Trump, but
don’t you dare crack a joke about Michelle Obama. Jokes about liberals
are always “over the line,” “misinterpreted,” “racially tinged,” or “sexist.”
Democrat comedians wear blackface and call Ivanka Trump the c-word—
which isn’t even comedy—and there are no repercussions.

My man-on-the-street segments were tame, playful, and illuminating
presentations that somehow whipped liberals into an offended frenzy.
Joking around on The Five or my weekend show is never mean-spirited.
Half the time, I’m making jokes at my own expense. The other half is
good, clean fun. Look even closer the next time you see a smirk on my
face and a twinkle in my eye. We’re all in on the joke together. If you



can’t laugh at yourself, you’re boring. And being boring is truly the
biggest insult.

I can laugh at “Cocaine Mitch” and John Boehner weeping. I can laugh
at the Mooch fiasco. I can laugh at Trump trying to buy Greenland or
ordering five thousand dollars’ worth of fast food for the Clemson football
team. Trump is comedy gold. I can laugh at all that, but liberals can’t
laugh at Hunter Biden, AOC, Beto O’Rourke (his arm movements), or the
Seattle autonomous zone called CHOP? Not even a little giggle? Fifty
different genders—fine, however many you want—but you’re saying
there’s not anything remotely funny about that? Sleepy Joe hurting his foot
while petting his dog. My sources told me that when Kamala Harris found
out she said, “His foot? It was supposed to be his neck.” See how easy it
is? If Trump hurt his foot petting a dog, liberal late-night would be
howling.

A politician would rather face traditional political attacks than face
humorous ridicule. Therefore, liberals police humor going in their
direction. The stakes are too high for them. Their life revolves around
politics and power. Humor bridges the divide, whereas liberals’ entire
strategy is divide and conquer. Humor takes the edge off, but liberals need
the edges sharp so they draw blood on contact. Conservatives who smile,
mock, and laugh are too “likable.” This cannot be allowed to happen. It’s
hard to demonize someone relatable and funny. The Right has evil
intentions, therefore their jokes are “insensitive,” “harmful,” and “rude.”
And if liberals are the target of jokes, that means people will be laughing
at them, and they may be forced to look inside themselves. Nothing is
more terrifying for an insecure person. Walling yourself off from
possibilities that challenge your small-mindedness is much easier. Better to
be a victim or arrogantly align yourself with victims you claim to speak for
but never really listen to. Cocooned off from conversations outside your
social circle is safer than stepping outside and facing a world that doesn’t
fit your bias. Assuming the worst about the opposition makes smearing
them feel righteous, when it’s really just a cheap high.

You compete for approval from people who look down on you, and
punch down on those you think are inferior, but behind it all your fear is
that they’re happier than you. The humorless hostility is the liberal’s tell.
Sleeping in that small apartment, longing for more money, but shaming
those who earned it. They’re only comfortable in their own class, all the
while appropriating from the lower to gain acceptance in the higher.

They are dissatisfied with their clout while squeezing every last drop
of it in front of people you barely know. They spew sophistry on social



media, but won’t debate face-to-face. They’re unsure of who they are, but
tell others that they’re not good enough. I’ve traveled the country for years
and have spoken to thousands of people. I know the type. The truth
terrifies them. Humor is even scarier. If the Left could listen and laugh a
little more, maybe they’d stop blaming Fox for their own failures. So lie
down on the couch and relax. Watters will fix you right up.

Years ago, during spring break in Jamaica, someone must have
accidentally spiked my tea with mushrooms. It wasn’t anything like what
I’d planned for the day. The sun was shining bright, and an intense light
formed. In it, I saw an image of George Washington, Jesus, and an Indian
chief. All of a sudden, I realized the light was coming from inside me. I
had an epiphany. I was George, Jesus, and the chief reincarnated. It was at
that moment I realized I was the chosen one. I have been to the
mountaintop, my friends . . . and it was beautiful.

You can doubt the wisdom I found that day, but never doubt my belief
in said wisdom.

People ask me all the time, “Jesse, when are you going to run for
governor?” or “Jesse, why don’t you run for president?” I’m sorry, but I
can’t take the pay cut, maybe later. For now, just read how I saved the
world. You won’t realize it’s been saved until the very end. If you still
don’t get it, try some “tea.”



Chapter One

How I Saved the Great Outdoors

People consider me the Teddy Roosevelt of Fox News. When I say
“people,” I mean me. I’m a conservationist who can live off the land . . . I
just choose not to. I have a healthy respect for the environment. I have so
much respect that I try to never go near it. I’ve weathered that storm and
now appreciate modern technologies like air-conditioning. The phrase
“central air” turns me on. A lot.

Roosevelt said, “There is a delight in the hardy life of the open. There
are no words that can tell the hidden spirit of the wilderness.” Well, I have
lived the hardy life of the open, and have found the words.

I had just turned eighteen. It was the summer before I went off to
college, and all I wanted to do was hang out at the pool, play Ping-Pong,
and get into trouble with my friends. But my liberal parents had a different
idea.

As I sat in the living room opening birthday presents, I kept wondering
what the big present was in the corner. My parents never showered me
with expensive presents. In our house, presents were seen as
“materialistic.” In fact, expensive presents were borderline “hedonistic.”
Plus, they cost money, and my parents were frugal. The other kids who got
expensive presents from their parents were “spoiled.” My parents had
different “values.” I only got presents on my birthday and Christmas.
Never in between. If I really wanted something badly, I’d have to pay my
dad back—in cash or in chores. Every time I opened a present, it was
either a new book, an old book, or a turn-of-the-century farm tool that
you’d find at a New England flea market. Dusty. Wooden. Always
wooden. Some iron involved. A little rusty. Like a butter churner or a
corkscrew. Extremely utilitarian. If I lived alone in a cabin with no
electricity, my parents would be great gift givers. My mother would make



a big deal about these presents, which she referred to as “family
heirlooms.” My mom would tell me how special this clay jug was to our
ancestors. When I mentioned it smelled like gasoline, she announced that
it was an “antique” that must be cherished and coveted. If I complained,
my father would say, “You can’t always get what you want, but if you try
sometimes, you just might find you get what you need.” Later on, I learned
these were lyrics to a Rolling Stones song. Mick Jagger never wanted all
that money, fame, and cocaine. He just needed it, I guess.

The worst presents my parents got me were “experiences.” Things you
can’t touch, such as play tickets or museum passes. Every kid likes that,
right? But the big box in the corner couldn’t be that. It was too big. You
have to pretend you don’t see the big present sitting in the corner while
you opened your smaller presents. Classic birthday-present-opening
protocol. You can’t stare at it. You can’t even acknowledge it. You just
open book after book after book, waiting for the big-ticket item in the
corner. You have to act surprised when your parents hand you the big
present, even though everyone in the room knew it was there the whole
time.

“Oh my gosh! What is this!? I thought we were all finished!” Great
performance by me.

I started tearing open the wrapping paper, then tearing open the box,
getting closer and closer to the big eighteenth-birthday present. Finally, I
see it. But confusion sets in.

“A duffle bag?”
“Happy Birthday, Jesse! We’re sending you to NOLS.”
“What’s NOLS?” I asked. And why were they acting like luggage was

so generous?
“It’s the National Outdoor Leadership School. You’re going rock

climbing in Wyoming for the whole month of August!”
I felt something huge building in the pit of my stomach.
“It’s like the Outward Bound trip in Oregon you went on last summer,

except it’s more of a survival school. You’ll learn what it takes to be a
leader. You leave in a few weeks! Aren’t you excited!?”

I couldn’t speak. This was an experience. The worst kind of
experience. My parents had been sending me to these wilderness adventure
camps every summer for the past five years. The last three in Wyoming,
Oregon, and finally Tennessee (in the Smoky Mountains) were brutal. I
hated them. They said it “builds character.” It built me into a character, all
right. A character on TV.

The Oregon Outward Bound trip the summer before had been a



nightmare. I got off on the wrong foot with my counselor and it was
downhill from there. It was probably my fault. He warned me that Class V
whitewater rafting was serious. He warned me that we had to properly
balance all the bodies by weight from bow to stern. The rapids were
intense, and we could easily be launched overboard. I’d done some pretty
hard-core whitewater canoeing and kayaking the summer before . . . so I
was cocky. I was also falling in love. That first day in Oregon I’d met a
girl. Lauren. She was now in my raft. I threw my new $200 wraparound
Ray-Ban sunglasses on and smiled across the seat at her.

“Don’t wear those sunglasses without croakies, Jesse!” my counselor
Dan lectured. “You’ll lose them in the water.”

“I’ll be fine Dan, don’t worry.” I didn’t pack them. I didn’t like the
look. It didn’t give off the I’d-rather-not-be-here-but-I’m-ready-for-love
look.

We launched two rafts, seven in a raft. We’re floating along. I’m
sitting toward the back, behind Lauren, looking good in my new
sunglasses. All of a sudden—boom!—I’m bounced in the air, off the raft,
and into the water.

“We got a swimmer!!!” Dan yells. I sense Dan relished yelling this as I
bobbed along with the cold current.

He guides the raft toward me and reaches his hand out to pull me in.
But I see my Ray-Bans in the water. I can easily grab them first and hop
back on the raft, so I take a few strokes upstream. Dan sees what I’m
doing, but he has to teach me a lesson. Right before I grasp the glasses, he
yanks me back into the raft empty-handed.

“What did I tell you!?” Dan screams at me. I’m soaking wet, and I’ve
lost my new sunglasses. It’s also a little embarrassing to go overboard in
front of your soon-to-be girlfriend.

Dan looks smug. “Next time, listen to me, Jesse.” I can tell he’s happy
I was thrown overboard and lost my sunglasses. He wanted me to lose
them. Because they looked really good on me.

Dan hates me already. I’m very good at sensing when someone hates
me. Everyone loves me, so when someone hates me, it’s very easy to
notice. Usually, adults love me the most. The older they are, the stronger
the affection. Because I’m so polite and charming and respectful. So for
this counselor to hate me this passionately, this early in the trip, was
concerning.

My sophomore summer camp counselor loved me. Mostly because I
didn’t accuse him of being a Nazi. One of the other campers did. So I
probably just looked good in comparison. This camper Jacob just flat-out



didn’t want to be there, and he took extreme measures to get out.
When I’d arrived at base camp that last summer, I began to wonder if

this was a camp for “at-risk” youth. My parents had just dropped me off. I
was unpacking my canvas Abercrombie & Fitch bag, lining up my new
REI hiking boots and fleece vests—looking good as always—when two
other kids arrived on a bus without their parents. They carried big garbage
bags over their shoulders, the kind you raked leaves into. They plopped the
garbage bags down and unpacked sneakers, some mesh shorts, and some
sweatshirts. And knives. Interesting. I hadn’t seen knives on the packing
checklist we’d received in the mail. It was a two-week hiking trip through
the Smoky Mountains of Tennessee. What were the knives for?

Within the first hour, a lightning storm forced us to scatter. We tossed
any metals we were carrying and crouched facedown under trees. Chavez,
the one with a knife, was crouching next to me. “I’m not getting rid of my
blade,” he whispered. “Me neither,” I lied. I didn’t have a blade, but I
didn’t want him to know I was unarmed. I did know that our chances of
getting struck by lightning had just gone up. Big decision to make. Should
I rat out Chavez for carrying a knife, so our chances of surviving the
lightning storm would go down? Or does snitching on Chavez put me in
greater danger later? I decided not to narc. Luckily, we survived the storm,
and Chavez and I became friends.

We marched around carrying sixty-pound backpacks, almost got
trapped spelunking through pitch-black caves (Chavez was a little hefty),
and got stung by wasps. Jenny, a blonde with tattoos, broke her leg falling
down a rocky trail. We had to build a stretcher out of tree limbs and carry
her down a mountain to safety. She got medically evacuated by helicopter.
A sad turn of events, but it gave Jacob an idea. Jacob wasn’t enjoying the
food, the wasps, or the slap-boxing fights with Chavez. He found
inspiration in Jenny’s tragedy. Jacob began fake-falling down the trails to
injure himself.

“I just need to sprain my ankle, then I’m outta here,” he confided in
me. After a few “falls,” our counselor was onto him and told him to knock
it off. Our counselor, John, was a solid guy. Athlete, military background.
His head was shaved. That gave Jacob another idea. Jacob was Jewish and
started claiming John was “discriminating” against him. Jacob began
calling John a Nazi. This went on for days. Jacob hurtling himself against
the rocky ground, grabbing his ankle in pain, John inspecting his ankle,
telling Jacob it wasn’t sprained, and Jacob calling him a Nazi. Eventually
Jacob wore John down. John hiked us miles out of the way until we found
a cabin in a clearing. John and Jacob approached the cabin, made contact
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